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OVERVIEW 

Established in 2018, DTCare received IRS 501©(3) status in 2019 as a US-based nonprofit organization. 
Built on more than three decades of field expertise in disaster and conflict conditions, DTCare initiated 
humanitarian assistance operations on four continents within one year of its founding.  DTCare’s most 
impactful humanitarian efforts of providing essential aid and supplies are focused in Lebanon, Panama, 
and most recently, Poland and Ukraine. 

 
OUR EFFORT TO AID UKRAINE  

DTCare provides critically needed support and aid in some of the most austere and conflict-ridden parts 
of the world.  DTCare launched our Ukrainian Crisis Relief Campaign one day after Russia’s advance in 
Ukraine began by leveraging already-established partnerships and building new alliances with one goal 
at heart: to help the people of Ukraine.  Through our partnerships and a vast community standing 
steadfast behind the organization and reaffirmed mission, DTCare sent 17 air-freight shipments of 
supplies and two 40’ shipping containers of relief aid to Poland and Ukraine. 

These shipments are laden with medical and surgical supplies, feminine health and hygiene products, 
ready-to-eat meals, and hygiene kits.  DTCare’s on-ground partners continue to receive and distribute 
the aid directly to civilians, first responders, and hospitals in urgent need.  We work closely with our 
partners to receive feedback and respond to the evolving needs of individuals in Ukraine; based on this 
feedback, DTCare recognizes the growing need for psychological counseling, support, and services.   

 

 

 

 

 

Our Mission  

DTCare is committed to providing critical support to civilians, military, first responders, and essential 
service providers in regions beset by disaster and conflict.  We strive to alleviate suffering and instill a 
sense of hope by supplying food, medical, mental health, and hygiene aid to groups and individuals.  We 
work to combat the effects of violence and injustice, seeking to assist and promote peace.  

http://www.dtcare.org/


 

 

 

 

CENTER FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL SUPPORT 

DTCare is working in collaboration with the Charity Fund 
for the Development and Support of the Ukrainian Navy 
to expand an existing mental health program in Odesa.   
Working together, DTCare and the Ukrainian Navy aim 
to achieve the following goals: 

• Increase the number of counselors and counseling sessions at the Navy’s Center for 
Psychological Support in Odesa 

• Connect Ukrainian therapists with American experts to foster a network of international 
cooperation 

• Work with American experts to develop and implement training programs and professional 
development to Ukrainian mental health experts 

• Provide mental health services for Ukrainian mental health experts working at the Center 
• Secure private and grant funding to ensure ongoing support to individuals in need of services 
• Procure and deliver hard-to-access art materials to art therapists working with Ukrainian Navy 

families 
• Expand the Center for Psychological Support in Odesa to other cities throughout Ukraine 

PARTNERS 
DTCare is proud to partner with the following organizations on this project:  Blick Art Materials, Artist 
and Craftsman Supply, the Charity Fund for the Development Support of the Ukrainian Navy, Darkhorse 
Benefits, Związek Harcerstwa Polskiego.  DTCare uses DTGruelle Group of Companies LLC for the 
international transportation of art therapy and humanitarian supplies.   

 

 

 

 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

 

 

 

 

 

Courtney Robson 
Program Manager 
+1(704) 770-5044 
courtney.robson@dtcare.org  

Marco Gruelle 
DTCare President 
+1 (412) 478-9379 
marco@dtcare.org  
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